**User Manual** TC-1350R-SS

**BRIEF INTRODUCTION:**

When you open the lids of other trash bins you must touch them with your hands or your foot. It is not convenient and definitely not hygienic. Now we have introduced the automatic lid-opening touchless trash bins.

The automatic trash bin uses infrared technology. As your hand or debris approaches the bin (about 6 inches/15 cm away) the infrared sensor on the lid (Picture 1) automatically opens the lid. After your hand is withdrawn the lid will close automatically (4-seconds delay). Lid will remain open if debris or hand is within 6 inches of the infrared sensor zone. There are 2 buttons on the front to open and close the lid manually, as well as an ON/OFF switch on the back of the trash bin.

The automatic trash bin creates a germ free, odor free, automated environment. It is convenient to use and it is very hygienic.

**ATTENTION:**

1. Do not immerse the Lid Cover in water because it is equipped with many electronic parts. You can clean it with a damp cloth.
2. Do not press or force the lid of the trash bin to close when it is opening. Waiting for it to close by itself.
3. Change used or inefficient batteries as soon as possible to prevent possible damage to the electronic components by chemicals leaked from the batteries.
4. Avoid direct sunlight onto the infrared sensor.
5. Make sure there is enough room to operate the automatic trash bin without blocking the opening or closing of the lid.

**OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:**

**How does smart retainer ring work?**

**Step 1**

Put a garbage bag inside the can first.

**Step 2**

Put it through the center of ring and wrap over Ring. Put the Ring onto the top edge of the bin (Picture 3) body.

**Step 3**

Hold the front of the Lid Cover and press down onto the top of the bin body. Place the rear side of the Lid Cover first and align the front then press down straightly until lock.

**Step 4**

If you press the open button next to the LED light indicator (button on left for manual operation), the lid will open and remain open until you press the close button (on right). This manual function allows flexible choice. If you want to close the lid, press the close button (on right). After 2 seconds, the trash bin returns to the automatic mode.

**Operation Indicator:**

1. The indicator light in the normal waiting mode flashes red once every 3 seconds.
2. When the lid automatically opens, the indicator light shows green.
3. When the lid automatically closes, the indicator light shows red.
4. While the lid is opened by the manual button, it flashes green once every three seconds.
5. When the batteries are nearly used up, the indicator light flashes yellow once every 6 seconds.

**h.** Four new "D" size alkaline batteries can last up to 10,000 usages before changing batteries.